Managed Endpoint
Protection
Endpoint protection is often used to describe security solutions that address
endpoint security issues, securing and protecting endpoints against zero-day
exploits, attacks, and inadvertent data leakage resulting from human error.
Today’s endpoints are located across vast physical and digital landscapes, making conventional security
solutions obsolete. Get advanced endpoint prevention, detection and response with Carbon60’s
endpoint protections solution, powered by CrowdStrike.
Managed Antivirus

Endpoint Detection and Response

Protect against both malware and malware-free attacks;
third-party tested and certified, allowing organizations to
confidently replace their existing legacy AV.

Delivers continuous and comprehensive endpoint
visibility across detection, response and forensics, so
nothing is missed and potential breaches can be stopped.

IT Hygiene

Threat Intelligence

Identifies unauthorized systems and applications, and
alerts in real time to the use of privileged credentials in
your environment, enabling faster remediation.

Integrated threat intelligence into endpoint protection,
automating incident investigations and speeding breach
response.

USB Device

Threat Hunting Service

Enables safe and accountable USB device usage
effortless visibility and precise granular control of USB
device utilization.

Identifies attacks and stops breaches 24/7 with an elite
team of experts who proactively hunt, investigate, and
advise on threat activity in your environment.

Host Firewall Control

Defense-in-depth Approach

Provides simple, centralized firewall management,
making it easy to manage and enforce host firewall
policies.

Using leading foundational and modern techniques,
Intercept X keeps malware at bay, integrating the
industry’s top-rated malware detection, exploit, and
endpoint detection and response.
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Carbon60’s endpoint protection, powered by CrowdStrike,
protects your assets 24x7 no matter where the data resides.
An agent is installed that combines threat hunting technology with
next-generation antivirus and endpoint detection to eliminate
blind spots your traditional AV software misses.
For the most elusive threats, a team of Carbon60 experts investigate and nullify compromised
endpoints on your behalf, preventing lateral spread. Supporting the full incident response lifecycle,
we work alongside your team to determine the root cause and corrective actions, ensuring your
environment is hardened against future business disruption.
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24x7 continuous monitoring







Configured default policies







Managed and automated agent updates







Prevention of known attacks







Alerting of confirmed threats and suspicious behavior







Forensic analysis to confirm threats and eliminate false positives





Custom Policies (USB Control, application rules, patch management)





Continuous management, tuning, and refinement of platform





Named customer account with Crowd strike









Root Cause Determination (may require professional services)



Customer portal and dashboard
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Dedicated specialist investigating alerts and logs
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The Carbon60 Advantage
Carbon60’s success lies in our commitment to deliver reliable and flexible managed
cloud solutions with the highest-level of accountability and service quality.
Managed Cloud Experts

Secure & Compliant by Design

Carbon60 embraces accountability for all five layers of
the hosting solution stack to deliver end-to-end hosting
managed clouds for business-critical workloads that
demand the highest levels of reliability, performance and
security.

Carbon60 builds and manages high visibility solutions that
must adhere to stringent controls to help mitigate risks that
your business faces every day.

End-to-End Service Model

White-Glove Support

We leverage the optimal mix of cloud models tailored to
your requirements from our managed cloud experts to be
highly accountable to the success of your applications and
ultimately your business.

Dedicated support and DevOps techs are available
24x7x365 to ensure your applications and workloads are
always available and performant.

Lisa Heath | Chief Knowledge Officer MediResource

“

“

MediResource has grown and matured along with
Carbon60 as we implement security and change
control policies that keep our data safe and achieve
high availability for our applications.

ABOUT CARBON60
Carbon60 is a managed cloud services provider for mid-market and
enterprise customers. The company offers private, public and hybrid
cloud services and a full suite of managed services including monitoring,
performance optimization and testing, security, disaster recovery,
backup and CDN services. Carbon60 is also the leading provider of
application hosting for content management systems in Canada.
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Contact us to find out
more about our solutions
and how Carbon60 can
help with your cloud
journey.
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